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Initial step
To listen to the Spirit and to
identify its main difficulties

Intermediary step

To enlighten and to support
the Spirit fraternally

Final step .

completion of the dialogue

Initial Step: to listen to the Spirit and
to identify its main difficulties
Let the Spirit speak, gathering information, identifying
problems and individual characteristics.
Ask clarifying questions if necessary, if you cannot
identify the spirit’s main problem.
Maintain the focus on the presented problem is the best
way to help
Pay attention to fixed ideas that may hinder or prevent
the dialogue
The doctrinal enlightenment (3 steps) should not exceed the time
of 60 minutes, according to the booklet Guidelines to the spiritist
center, of FEB / CFN, based on the guidelines provided by enlightened
spiritual benefactors

Intermediary step: to enlighten and to
support the Spirit fraternally
Once the dialoguer understands the problems of the Spirit
the doctrinal clarification per se starts
The dialogue should not be long nor too short. (Andre Luiz
in the book Disobsession recommends up to 10 minutes)
Avoid multiple psychophonic communications at the same
time
Do not induce, directly or indirectly, the mediums to receive
this or that entity.

It is important to carefully read some highlights on Program II Module III

Final Step: completion of the dialogue
After the allotted time for the dialogue and the assistance, the
dialoguer proceeds to the end of the talk, leading the
communicant Spirit to disconnect.
• indicative sentences of farewell
• inducing sleep
• forwarding to the spiritual benefactors present
• saying a prayer
• provide respectful reasons that force the removal such as:
ü energy expenditure of the medium and the consequent mental
overload
ü need for other spirits to communicate
ü time has run out, but other opportunities will come

